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Abstract 

A basis for the Racah-Wigner algebra of irreducible representations of the unitary group 
U(n) that are pertinent to quantum chemical models of many-electron systems is developed. 
Standard Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and isoscalar factors (also called coupling factors 
or reduced Wigner coefficients) for both symmetric (SN) and unitary [U(n)] groups are 
extended to transformation coefficients and corresponding isoscalar factors relating 
canonical Young-Yamanouchi or Gerfand-Tsetlin bases to simple partitioned bases. All 
these different types of isoscalar factors are interrelated using the well-known reciprocity 
between the S N and U(n) tensor representations, and general expressions relating these 
different factors are given. For the two-colunm representations characterizing the many- 
electron theory, detailed explicit expressiorts are presented for both the above-mentioned 
relationships and for all relevant U(n) isoscalar factors. Finally, U(n) Racah coefficients are 
introduced and explicit expressions derived for certain special classes of these coefficients. 

1. Introduction 

Since its introduction into quantum chemistry [1,2], the unitary group 
approach (UGA) [1,3,4] to many-electron systems has evolved into a very versatile 
formalism [5-18] which enables the construction of efficient algorithms for 
computations involving spin-adapted N-electron tensorial orbital product bases and the 
corresponding matrix elements of particle number conserving operators [5-24]. In its 
standard version, it exploits Gel'fand-Tsetlin (GT) bases [25] that are adapted to the 
canonical subgroup chain U(n) » U(n - 1) D . . .  D U(1), thus enabling one to formulate 
a convenient representation scheme for the generation of relevant tensor product spaces 
[1,6,26] and to construct matrix representatives of the Hamiltonian as a product of 
segment values [6-12,27,28] associated with each orbital level. The versaülity and 
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efficiency of these algorithms facilitated the design of various codes for large-scale 
configuration interaction (CI) calculations [19-24], which offen provide benchmark 
results in the electronic structure theory of small and medium-sized molecules. UGA 
formalism has also been employed in electron propagator theory [29], the coupled 
cluster approach [12,15,18,31], many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) [12, 19], MC 
SCF approacbes [32], and is being considered for relativistic effects (particularly the 
spin-orbit interaction) [33]. The UGA developments that were stimulated by the struc- 
tute of the many-electron problem [1,5-7] can, in fact, be extended to the case of more 
general, more than two-column irreducible representations (irreps) [34,35] and be 
exploited in problems of nuclear structure and nuclear magnetic resonance spectro- 
scopy. The principal features of UGA can thus be surnmarized as follows: 

(i) UGA provides spin-adapted bases for the expansion of exact molecular 
orbital mode1 wave functions that are suitable not only for CI expansions, but 
also in valence-bond theory [12], ligand field theory [36], nuclear shell 
model calculations [3], etc. 

(ii) It enables an efficient computer storage for even very large basis sets, using 
the distinct row table (DRT) representation as well as convenient graphical 
representation of these bases [6,7,26]. 

(iii)Finally, it facilitates an efficient matrix element evaluation of U(n) 
generators and of their products, and thus of various physical observables 
[1,5-8,16,27,28]. 

The importance and usefulness of UGA for the quantum theory of molecular 
electronic structure sterns primarily from the fact that all particle number conserving 
operators can be expressed in terms of U(n) generators. Thus, although the unitary 
group is not the invariance or symmetry group of the relevant model Hamiltonians, it 
may be regarded, in a certain sense, as a dynamical group [17,18]. This dynamical group 
viewpoint recently led to an extension of UGA, referred to as Clifford Algebra UGA 
(CAUGA) [13-15], through an embedding of U(n) into a much larger group U(2n), 
whose fundamental representation states can be regarded as Clifford numbers spanning 
the Clifford algebra C .  Moreover, the CAUGA group U(2 n) represents a true 
dynamical group for any n-orbital model, since all the states of such a model are 
contained within a single irreducible representation (irrep) (2()) - (2000 . . .  0). In con- 
trast to UGA, based on the GT chain, CAUGA admits arbitrary coupling schemes. We 
can thus employ canonical GT states as in UGA, or various parütioned bases [14] or 
valence bond (VB) s~ates [13,14] which, in some sense, represent the most natural 
choice. This aspect of spin-adapted VB stares was recently developed by Paldus et al. 
[37] and, from a different viewpoint, exploiting the so-called bonded tableaux, by Li and 
Zhang [38]. 

It is also important to emphasize the close relationship that exists between the 
unitary U(n), symmetric S N, and angular momentum SU(2) groups. Indeed, any one of 
these groups can be successfully exploited in the electronic structure calculaäons, and 
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each brings a unique and useful viewpoint on the problem. Thus, the relationship 
between U(n) and SU(2) or S N and SU(2) was successfully employed in deriving 
segrnentation fomulas for generator product matrix elements [8,27] and, genemUy, for 
antisymmetrized-geminal product wave funcüon formalism, particularly for spin 
bonded functions [28]. The UGA DRT structure was also successfuUy implemented at 
the S N level [26,39], reflecting the well-known SN-U(n) reciprocity, first established 
and employed in the pioneering work by Schur and Weyl. 

It is our belief that a future development of UGA formalism can greatly benefit 
from an intimate understanding of the S/v-U(n) reciprocity and of the underlying 
mathematical structure, and will enable the development of a more general formalism 
which will closely parallel the SU(2) formalism and will be capable of handling non- 
canonical GT states, such as required in partitioned bases [14,40] as weil as general 
particle number non-conserving [13,29,41] and/or spin-dependent [33] operators. It is 
the main goal of this series of papers to initiate these developments by !ntroducing a 
unitary group tensor operator (Racah-Wigner) algebra that is particularly suitable for 
the quantum theory of many-electron systems. The angular momentum algebra su(2), 
which will motivate present developments, was first introduced into quantum 
mechanics by Racah, Wigner and others and soon became a standard method in 
theoretical physics and chemistry. Racah-Wigner su(2) algebra can be found in 
most advanced texts on quantum mechanics, as well as in numerous special 
monographs [42-47]. Today, it represents a standard tool in the many branches of 
theoretical physics and chemistry that require coupling of angular momenta. Various 
diagrammatic techniques, referred to as graphical methods of spin algebras, were 
developed for an efficient handling of these problems [48-50]. Numerous applications 
in collision theory, intermolecular forces and other fields come to mind. The same idea 
was also extended to finite point groups, and the resulting irreducible tensor method was 
developed in ligand field theory by Griffith [51]. 

The Racah-Wigner algebra for general unitary groups U(n) was also widely 
studied by Biedenharn, Louck and others [52-59], and an authoritative monograph on 
these developments is now available [46,47]. Although many of these ver3' ingenious 
mathematical advances await to be exploited in actual applications, the developments 
of the past decade in quantum chemistry clearly indicate the important role the unitary 
group can play. These developments can be further enhanced by exploiting a modern 
representation theory for semi-simple Lie algebras as developed by Harish-Chandra, 
Kostant, Verma and others [60], as recent work of Coleman [61] and Gould [62] 
indicates. In the future, we hope to investigate the close relationship that exists between 
the present su(2)-modeUed approach and more general Green-Gould representation 
theory for unitary and orthogonal Lie groups [62-64]. 

Just as the appearance of the Wigner formula [65] for the SU(2) Clebsch-Gordan 
(CG) coefficients greatly benefited the development of the angular momentum calculus, 
there is litfle doubt that the development of the Racah-Wigner algebra for other groups, 
and particularly their applications, will require efficient computation of CG coefficients 
and closely related higher-order invariants, such as Racah coefficients, 9j  symbols, etc. 
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for these groups. At present, a vast literature exists that deals with these topics for U(n) 
and that is based on very different approaches and viewpoints. To mention at least the 
most important ones, we note pat~ern calculus of Biedenharn and Louck [54], Racah's 
infinitesimal operator approach [66], diagonalization of a complete system of com- 
muting operators (CSCO) [67], vector coherent state theory [68-70] and the build-up 
procedure for isoscalar factors [71]. For smaller groups, which are relevant in the theory 
of a few panicle systems, Chen et al. [72a] developed an efficient code that determines 
the isoscalar factors for an arbitrary partition and produced their tables [72b, c]. 
Although these tables are extremely handy in various studies and developments, their 
general usefulness is rather limited in quantum chemical applications, where the order 
of the group n as weil as the number of electrons N determining the general irrep [1] 
can be rather large. Thus, unlike the point group irreducible tensor methods for ligand 
field theory and similar applications, where such tables are essential [73], the large-scale 
calculations of molecular electronic structure require the availability of efficient algo- 
rithms for the relevant U(n) CG or Racah coefficients, which enable us to generate these 
quantities "on the fly". An additional advantage may result when these algorithms can 
be made n-independent, since n can be rather large and will change when going from 
one 1-electron basis (or model) to another. The feasibility of such a development was 
implied in recent papers [72,74,75] considering U(n) CG coefficients and related U(n) 
and S s isoscalar factors. 

In the general case, the major difficulty in an efficient construction of U(n) CG 
coefficients is the multiplicity problem. This problem has not yet been satisfactorily 
resolved within the group representation theory itself. It is fortunate, however, that in 
most cases which are relevant in applications to many-electron systems, the multiplicity 
problem can be avoided. For example, no multiplicity will arise when coupling two 
electronic GT states describing sub-systems with N 1 and N 2 electrons into a resulting 
N = N~ + N 2 electron state. Consequently, the relevant CG coefficients can be com- 
pletely determined and given by explicit closed formulas, just as in the SU(2) case. 

In this paper, we present an algorithm for an efficient construction of CG 
coefficients for U(n) GT bases, as weil as corresponding isoscalar factors (or reduced 
Wigner coefficients) and Racah coefficients. Although numerous results given in this 
paper hold for general U(n) irreps, the rinal explicit formulas are invariably given for 
two-column irreps that are relevant for many-electron problems. We start (section 2) 
with an overview of the outer product coupling coefficients and corresponding isoscalar 
factors for the symmetric group S N, and extend these concepts to the case of transfor- 
mations to partitioned bases. The resulting isoscalar factors are referred to as transform- 
ation (/t) factors in order to distinguish them from standard isoscalar factors, which may 
also be called coupling factors. Analogous concepts are introduced in section 3 for the 
unitary groups. We then exploit the reciprocity between the S N and U(n) irreps in section 
4, obtaining the relationships between various isoscalar factors of sections 2 and 3. 
Relying entirely on the S N representation theory, we derive explicit expressions for U(n) 
isoscalar factors involving two-column irreps. These resulting closed expressions are 
not only very simple, but also n-independent, since they result from symmetric group 
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considerations. They are presented in section 5, and their derivation is given in the 
appendix. Finally, in sections 6 and 7, we introduce U(n) Racah coefficients and derive 
formulas for certain important classes of these coefficients. In particular, some recent 
results obtained with the vector coherent state theory [70] are obtained in an equivalent 
but distinct form which is n-independent. 

The results of this paper lay the ground for further development of tensor operator 
algebras, which will be given in a subsequent paper of this series. 

2. Summary of the outer product coupling and basis t ransformat ion  
coefficients of the symmetric group S s 

2.1. BASIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATION 

Consider an irreducible representation (irrep) [A.] of S N and its carrier space Vx. 
These irreps are uniquely labeled by Young diagrams [~], [&] -  [)~lfl,2 . . . . .  ~ ] ,  
A,~ > ~z >" • " > ~tTv, with {~i} representing a parIition of N, 

N 

Ä,i = N. (1) 
i=1 

Throughout this paper, we designate the irreps by lower case Greek letters 
2~, #, v, etc. Any relationship or expression using this notation is valid generally for an 
arbitrary irrep of S N [or U(n)]. Later, when we restrict our considerations to at most two- 
column tableaux that are relevant for many-electron systems, the irreps are labeled 
explicitly as [2" It'], or (2 a 1 t') for U(n), or simply (a, b). The dimension of [~,], 
dim[~,] = dim q)x = ' f z '  is easily obtained in terrns of hook lengths h i as [76,771 

B = N ! / I ~ h / .  (2) 
i 

It is also weil known that we can label the standard or canonical Young-Yamanouchi  
(YY) basis for [~], which is adapted to the chain 

aN » aN- 1 [ ~ ' ' "  [D 8 3 Z) S 2 [D S l ,  (3) 

by I[A.]r), where r designates either a Young tableau or a Yamanouchi symbol 
r =- rNrN_ i . . . . .  r 1 [78]. We shall also employ a nonstandard basis, which is adapted 
to the chain 

SNDSN1 XSNz, N = N I + N 2 ,  (4) 

and which is canonical with respect to both SN~ and SN2, designating its vectors by the 
symbol 
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I[X] r 1 r u) = I[Ä]; ['~a] t l '  [~2 ] rU)' (5) 

where [)~a] and [~]  are SN1 and Suuirreps and r a and t a am adapted to the canonical 
chains 

SNI » S N I - 1  » . . .  » S1 and SN2 » SNu_I  D . . .  D S 1 , (6) 

respectively. It will sometimes also be convenient to label standard basis vectors I[)t,] r) 
as 

I[X] r) = I[X] r lpu), (7) 

where r a is a partial Young tableau containing the first N 1 indices 1, 2 . . . . .  N1 ,  while 
p=, which is generally a nonstandard sub-tableau, consists of the remaining N u indices 
N 1 + 1, N 1 + 2 . . . . .  N 1 + N z = N. Thus, for example, for the first YY basis vector of 
the irrep [221] of S s (using canonical ordering) 

12 / 
[22113 4 = 11221] 3 ,2 ,  2, 1,1) = l [221]r lp2) ,  

5 

when choosing N 1 = 3 and N 2 = 2, we have 

(8) 

rl  = 1 2 p2  4 
3 ' = 5 (9) 

We shall always use letters of the Greek alphabet to label the second (generally non- 
standard) sub-tableau in order to avoid confusion with the shorthand notaüon for a 
non-standard basis shown on the left-hand side of eq. (5). Also, for the sake of easier 
typesetting, we do not draw boxes around the individual entries in Young and Weyl 
tableaux unless confusion is possible. 

It is clear from eqs. (4)-(6) that it will be useful to generalize the concept of  a 
pennutation P, representing a map P : i  ---) P ( i )  from { 1, 2 . . . . .  N} onto itself, to a more 
general ordered set to, 

CO = {i1' i2 . . . . .  iN }' il < i2 < ' ' "  < iN" (10) 

We thus introduce the generalized permutation group SN(oo) defined as a set of  all maps 
P of  09 onto itself. The standard symmetfic group S N then corresponds to a special choice 
for to, namely 

%--- {1,2 . . . . .  N}, (11) 
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so that S s - SN(too). We can now define a generalized standard basis for SN(to) as a 
basis adapted to the chain 

SN(o) » SN- ~(%- 1) » SN- 2(%- 2) » " "  » s~(¢0~), (12) 

where the family of ordered sets o9 i, 

t o -  C0N» tON_ 1 » t0N_2 » . . .  » ~1' (13) 

is recursively generated by deleting the largest symbol at each step, i.e. 

(ùOj_ 1 : =  O)j\ {/j max }, (14) 

where 

i maxj = max(toj). (15) 

We are now ready to introduce an outer product basis for S N. Let us consider an 
arbitrary partiüon of the set o) o (eq. (1 1)) into the two disjoint sets to ~ and 09 2 with N I 
and N 2 objects, respectively, N = N 1 + N 2, 

091 = { il , i2 . . . . .  iN1 } ,  il  < i2 < . . .  < iN1 ,  (16a) 

0 ) 2  = {J1 ,j2 . . . . .  JN2 } ,  j l  < J2 < " "  < JN2, (16b) 

so that 

09' , ,  a ß =  ¢Oo= {1,2 . . . . .  N}, oB n aß = ~D. (17) 

These sets define two generalized symmetric groups Ss (OB) and SN2((.o2). Introducing 
the following maps 

[o.,öl=[, = --. ~, ]  r < l = r  ~,+,  - ,+= -.. ~ ]  ( 18 )  
mlJ  il i2 . . .  iN, 'Lco2J L Jl J2 . . .  JN2 ' 

we can obtain generalized standard bases for S,, (OB) and S,, (aß) by applying these 
21~I lv2 . 

maps to standard bases for Ss~ and Ss2 = SN2(tOo), respectively, namely 

I[X1 ] r l ( t01))= [ t°ò] I[X1 ] r l ( 0 B ) ) - [  mò] I[X1 l r l ) ,  (19a) 
LtolJ Loj1J 

and 
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1[)1,2 ]r2(t_02))= [ ~ ] I [~,2 ]r2), (19b) 

where all the labels in the Young tableau r 2 have been shifted by N I . Generally, rk(to j') 
designates a Young tableau in which the map 

(eq. (18)) has been carried out, so that r k - rk(coô). Clearly, r k remains unchanged when 
the Yamanouchi symbol notation is used. It must be stressed that although the maps (18) 
are not permutations, their composition is a permutation assuming that eq. (17) holds, 
i.e. 

[oll o [~ ]_- [~]  o roòl«oò ~). ~~o> 

The tensor product of generalized standard bases 

I[Al ]r I ( 0)1 )) ® 1[~2 ]r2(032)) = [[A,1 ] rl ( 601 )) I [~2 ]r2(0)2)) (21) 

for all possible choices of co 1 and 092 satisfying eqs. (16) and (17) is referred to as a 
standard outerproduct basis for S N. For eachfixed choice of r.o 1 and aß, the basis (21) 
provides an irrep of SN~ × SN2. However, considering all possible partitions of 09 into oa 1 
and oB (eqs. (16) and (17)), we obtain a reducible representation for S~ of the 
dimension D, 

(N) D([~1]® [~2]) =N!fx~B2/(NI!N2!)=  N1 fzlB2,  (22) 

where fzk is the dimension of [,~k] of SN«, k = 1, 2, given by eq. (2). We shall 
next outline the relationship between these various irrep bases. 

2.2. OUTER PRODUCT COUPLING COEFFICIENTS AND NONSTANDARD BASIS 
TRANSFORMATION COEFFICIENTS 

Forming appropriate linear combinations of basis states (21) will yield standard 
bases for S N. The relevant outer product coupling coefficients, which achieve this 
transformatJon, are defined as follows: 
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I[;L]m) = ]~ . ~  (lA1 ]r1(091), [2,2]r2(aß) I [~,]m) I [~1 ]rl(t01)) I [,~2]r2(oß)), (23) 
rl, r 2 031, OB 

where [[A]m) form an arbitrary orthonormal basis for the irrep [Ä,] of S N. In the follo- 
wing, we shall pay special attention to standard bases for S N, in which case 

I[A,]m) = I[;q r). (24) 

Note that the "partitioned" notation of eq. (7) will only be useful for those terms 
on the right-hand side of eq. (23), which correspond to standard partiüoning of o9 into 
09ò and 092. In view of the orthogonality of both bases related by eq. (23), the outer 
product coupling coefficients define a unitary transformation and saüsfy the same 
orthogonality relations as the usual Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the SU(2). These 
can be employed to invert the transformation (23), obtaining 

I[)]'1 ]r1(091)) I [~2 ]r2(092)) - I[)],l ]rl (091);[Ä2 ]r2(092)) 

= ]~ I[)~]m)([A]m [ [A1 ]rl(wl),  [ ) ~ 2 ] r 2 ( 0 9 2 ) )  • (23') 
[~.],m 

Considering an arbitrary matrix element of some permutation P e S v in the outer 
product basis, we easily find, using eq. (23') and the great orthogonality relations 
for an orthogonal irrep D[~'](P)m.,~- ([A]rh IP I[~]m) of S o, that the outer product 
coefficients possess the following useful property 

([~1 ]~1 (th I ), [~2 ]r2(¢b2)I [Ä]rh)<[~]m I [/q,1 ] rl ( 091 ), [/1"2 ]/'2(032)) 

= f z  Z D[Z](P)efi,m(['TL1 ]~l((.Õ1), [)],2 ]~2(Õ)2)IPI [;q ]r~(ol), [~'2 ]r2(0B)) • (25) 
N ! pe su 

In order to achieve a transition to standard labeling as given by 09ò and tOo 2, we observe 
that in a coset decomposition of S o with respect to its subgroup SN~ × Soe N = N 1 + N z, 
i.e. 

SN = QUQo~(SN 1 x SN2), (26) 

we can always choose Qo to be of the form 

~4o~ o~/_rO~]o[~] 
~,09~ oB L091 

(27) 
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assuming that SN, = SNt(¢oö) and S.. = S., .(¢o~). Thus, for example, decomposing S 4 with 
respect to S 2 × S 2 ~ $2{ 1, 2} × S2{3'\24},~v2e o°btain six cosets (since 4 ! /2 !  x 2! = 6), each 
containing four elements, as shown in table 1. Although it would be most natural to 
choose the permutations given in the first column as coset representatives, we have to 
make another choice if we wish eqs. (26) and (27) to hold, as indicated in table 1. 

Table 1 

Coset decomposiäon of S 4 with respect to S 2 x S 2 and suitable coset representatives 
Qtõ of the form (27), The last column gives the sets oB and oB appearing in the 
decomposition of eq. (27) 

Cosets Q,o OB; oB 

(1), (12), (34), (12)(34) (1) { 1,21;{3,4} 
(13), (123), (134), (1234) (123) {2,3};{ 1,4} 
(23), (132), (234), (1342) (23) {1,3};{2,4} 
(14), (124), (143), (1243) (1243) {2,4};{1,3} 
(24), (142), (243), (2143) (243) {1,4};{2,3} 

(1324), (14)(23),  (13)(24), (1423) (13)(24) {3,4};{1,2} 

With such a decomposition in hand, we can express the outer product basis states 
(21) in terms of standard outer product states associated with subsets 09ò and a)o z, namely 

l[Z,]r'(og')) I[~2]r2(co2)> = Q~,l[A,]r:(a~ò))l[A2]r2(O~o)). (28) 

Setting now to 1 and (.,0 2 in eq. (25) equal to ogò and ¢óo 2, respectively, and exploiting the 
decomposifion (26), we can rewrite the right-hand side of (25) as 

B E ~È Y~ D [ZI(QaP I P2 )ùi,m 
N! PI~SN1 P2«SNz QoJ 

X ([Ä1 ] r l ( (Õ1) ; [Z2 ]r2(Õ)2)IQ~P1P21 [Zl  ] r l (o )Ò) ; [~ ,2 ] r2 (O~) )  

A 
= N--~. ~È ~'~ ED:~'I(Q°~PIP2)'~'m 

P: P2 0« 

([~1 ]rl(Õ)l); [)~2 ]i72(¢Ö) I Q~o I [&l ]sl(o3Ò); [~'2 ] $ 2 ( 0 ~ ) )  
sl,$ 2 

x ([A] ]s](toò)IP1 [ [I,1 ]r'(a~))([&2]s2(a~)IP21 [~,2 ]r2(0902)). (29) 

Clearly, the sum over Qo~ reduces to a single term Q~ which transforms 090 into 
CÕ = {(.Õl,o~2}, namely 
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Q~ 090 = ~ ,  (30) 

in which case the matrix element over Qo~ reduces to a product of KJonecker deltas for 
Young tableaux (or Yamanouchi symbols) 

We thus finaUy obtain the desired relationship 

([A1 ]~1 (ä)l), [)~2 ]r2(ä~2)I [A]rh)([A]m [ [A1 ]r 1 (o)ò), [A 2 ]r2(ä)~ )) 

= fz  ~, ~, D[Z](Qõ~PIP2)rh,mD[ZI](PI)«,r~D['a'2](P2);.2r2, (31) 
N! 15esul P 2 6 S N  2 

where ~ is def'med by eq. (30). Setting, finally, ~ = to 0, so that Q~ = (1) - e, and using 
the fact that [A] ,1, SN1 = [A1] (note that the multiplicity of [A 1] in lA] equals one), we can 
exploit the great orthogonality theorem for SN~, obtaining 

([At ]i I (OB), [A2 ]Tz(Oß)l [Mrh)([Zlm I [Zl ]r I (a)Ò), [x2 ]r2(a~ )) 

_ Nl!f~ ~ D[;t21(p2)~2,r2([2]rlp21P21[X]rlpZ), (32) 
N !fxl P2 e SN2 

where we also used the fact that when [[A]m) = I[A] r lp2), then I[~,]r~) = I[A] 71~ 2) must 
equal I[)1,] rl/32), so that we must identify r 1 and ~'l. This also implies that the outer 
product coupling coefficients are independent of r 1 or 71, namely 

([XI ]rl  (09ò), [A2 ]~2(o92)[ [A]rlp 2) = ([A1 1~1 (a)ò), lA2 ]r2(092)1 [A]rlp2).  (33) 

We now turn our attention to a transformation of a nonstandard basis [[A]rlr z) 
(eq. (5)) to the standard basis for S o. This is achieved by introducing the (nonstandard 
basis) transfomation coefficients defined as follows (note that the shorthand notation 
suppressing the irrep labels [A 1] and [Az] (eq. (5)) is employed here and in the following 
text): 

[ [ A ] r ) - I [ A ] r l p  2)=  ~ ([A]rlr2l[A]r)[[A]rlr2), (34) 
[~.2],r 2 

or, conversely 
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I [Z]r l r  2) - I[A];[Z1 ]r 1 , [~,2 ]r2) 

= ~([~,]rlp21 [Z]rlr2)l  [/~]rlp2), (35) 
p2 

since these coefficients must satisfy the obvious orthonormality properties 

~([Z] r  1 r2[ [~,]r 1 p2) ([A]r ~ p21 [~]F1F2) = t~;t~ Sr ¥ '  t~r~2, 
p2 

(36) 

and 

( [Z]r l  [Z];[AI ]r I , [/~2 ]r2)([~,];[)~l  ]r I , [)~2 ]r2 I [ ~ ] r )  = t~Z;t ~r~ . 
[Z2]r2 

(36') 

These coefficients are in fact closely related to the outer product coupling co- 
efficients, as we shall now indicate. The key to this relationship is the fact that, up to 
a normalization factor N ,  we can obtain the nonstandard basis vector (5) by projecting 
the standard basis vector I[/1,]r) = I[A]rl~) with the SN2Young orthonormal unit or2~2tx2J 
associated with irrep [Z2], so that 

NI  [Alr 1 r 2) = o[r~.2~ I [/q, lrl/52), (37) 

where explicitly 

0[~.2) f;t2 ~ DIZ2](P2)r~r2P 2 . (38) 
r~Z -- N2! Pz e SN2 

We recall that these units possess the well-known algebraic orthogonality properties 

r S  -~" v r ld  (39) 

as weil as the hermiücity property 

O[rsZlt ,~[Zl (40) 

and that the second index 7 "2 is arbitrary as far as the projection property (eq. (37)) is 
concemed. Using the hermiticity property (eq. (40)), we see immediately that 

N = ( [ A ] r l r 2 1 0  [~ ]  ,2~2 I [A]rl/52) = ([A]rl~;21 [Ä,]rl/52), (41) 
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so that projecting eq. (37) onto [[A,]r) = I[A,]rlp2), we f'md that 

([Z]rl ~21 [~,]rllj2)([/q,]rlp2l [~]r l r  2 ) 

_ fz2 ~, D[;~2](P2)r2~2([21,]rlp2[p2[[~l,]rll~2). 
N2 [ P2 e SN2 

(42) 

Comparing this relationship with the corresponding one for the outer product coupling 
coefficients (eq. (32)), we find that 

([ ~,i ] r l  ( a}ò ), [ ~,2 ]F2 ( ¢o~ ) [ [ ~,]r1152) ([ ~,]rl p 21[~q« ] r l  ( ogò ), [ ~,2 ]r2 ( Oßo ) ) 

= N1 !N2!f~ (~]rlr2[ [Z]rlp2)([Z]rl1521 [~]r1~2). (43) 
N!f;hf~.2 

This implies the foUowing simple relationship between transformation and coupling 
coefficients (assuming fmm now on that a real representaüon of these coefficients is 
used): 

([~,~]r~(o~~),[}~2]r2(09~)l[Z]rl p2) = 7(~~, ,a,2; ~,) ([~,]r~rZ[[Z]r~ f~), (44) 

where the proportionality factor 7has the form (cf. also eq. (4-179a) of ref. [67]) 

7(,tl, Z2;Z) = (N1 !N2! fz ~ i 1/2 
kN~A,f~2 ; 

Example 

(45) 

11221] 3,2, 1,2, 1) = 

11221] 3,2,2,  1, 1) = ~~)4 =1 1 , 4) ,46a, [221] 3 5 ' 
5 

21 3)4 = l  1 3 4 )  (46b) 
[221] 2 5 ' 

5 

To conclude this section, we inustrate the above-introduced notation and defini- 
üons on a simple example, alluded to already in eqs. (8) and (9). Consider the symmetric 
group S 5 together with the chain S 5 » S 3 x S 2. The standard basis for the five- 
dimensional irrep [221] can thus be labeled in one of the following ways: 
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11221] 2, 3, 2, 1, 1) = 

11221] 2, 3, 1,2, 1)= 

[221] 3 4 ' 
4 

2135 t = [2211132 4 5 ~ ,  

4 

(46c) 

(46d) 

11221] 2, 1,3,2, 1) = 1: t 2 
3 

1 

= [22112 

3 
4 t 5 

(46e) 

where the first symbol uses a Yamanouchi symbol, the second one a Young tableau (that 
automatically implies the Young diagram [221] which we thus omit) and, finally, the 
third symbol employs the S 3 x S 2 subgroup tableau decomposition r = r lp  2. In contrast, 
the non-canonical basis vectors for the same irrep of S 5 based on the chain S 5 D S 3 x S 2 
a r e  

[221] 3 4 5  , (47a) 

I ~ 2 ~~ ,4~~, [221] 3 

[221] 4 5  , (47c) 
2 

J 1 ~ ~1 ~4~~, [221] 2 

] 1~ / [2211 2 

3 

(47e) 

Obviously, the first two basis vectors (47a) and (47b) can be obtained as linear combi- 
nations of vectors (46a) and (46c) and, similarly, (47c) and (47d) as linear combinaäons 
of (46b) and (46d). The last vector (47e) corresponds directly to (46e). The transforma- 
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tion coefficients defined by eq. (34) obviously give the overlaps between canonical and 
non-canonical basis vectors (46) and (47), respectively. 

Considering next outer products of S 3 and S 1 irreps, we easily find (using 
Littlewood mies) that the [211] irrep of S 5 can be obtained in either of the following 
ways: 

[2 1]®[2] = [4 1] (9 [3 2] (9 [221] (9 [3 1 z] 
(20) (4) (5) (5) (6) , (48a) 

[2 1]®[121 = [2 13] (9 [3 2] (9 [211] (9 [3 121 
(20) (4) (5) (5) (6) , (48b) 

[13]®[1 l] = [15] @ [2 13] (9 [211] 
(10) (1) (4) (5) , (48C) 

wbere below each equation the numbers enclosed in parentheses indicate the relevant 
dimensions. The required S s basis vectors carrying [211] can thus be obtained as linear 
combinations of product states of types 112 1]r)l[2]s), 112 1]r)l[ll]s), or 1[13] r) l[ ll] s) 
using the outer product coupling coefficients defined by eq. (23). 

2.3. St~ ISOSCALAR FACTORS 

An important property of both coupling and transformation coefficients that are 
associated with bases adapted to canonical chains (3) or (6) is their factorization into the 
product of factors, which can be fully characterized by the irrep labels for pairs of 
neighbouring subgroups in the chain. These factors are referred to as isoscalarfactors 
or reduced Wigner coefficients [55,71]. The subsequent paper of this series will show 
that they are closely related to the segment values of the UGA [6,8], and that they reveal 
the composite structure of canonical bases and related coupling and transformation 
coefficients. 

We first turn our attention to the outer product isoscalar factors ( I  factors), 
which are defined as the ratio of two outer product coupling coefficients 

~,[./21 ] [#21 []21J ~.[~/1 l [,/221 [,/21.,]o ~[,U 1 ] []22 ] []21,] 

= <lA1 ]r 1 (¢01 ), [,I,2 ]r2(aß) I [A]r) • ([#1 ]s 1 (äyl),  [#2 ]s2(c0'2) I [#]s) -1 , (49) 

where s results when we remove the box containing the label N from the Young tableau 
r, as schematically illustrated in fig. 1. Likewise, there are two possibilifies for [#1] and 
[#2]. If N ~ 092, then 
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I[x] , )  = ; I [ e ] ~ >  = 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of Young tableaux 
characterizing the Nth level isoscalar factor. 

[~] = [/~11 and 1[/~11r1(col)) = Il&IsO(co'b), 

so that S2((,0 t2) results fmm r2((.0 2) by deleting the box containing N. If, on the other 
hand, N ~ co ~, we have that 

I[/1, 2] r2((.02)) = I[~z]s2(co'2)) 

and sl(co '1) results by deleting N in the tableau rl(C01). Note that although we defined 
the isoscalar factor for the Nth level in order to keep our notation as simple as possible, 
this definition applies to any level in the canonical chain (3) or (6). Then, using the 
def'mition (49) recursively, we can express any outer pmduct coupling coefficient as a 
product of isoscalar factors 

N ( lù(i)l n I ""~ " [u~iq tu<i)] "~ ([~q]rl(wl),[~'2]rZ(w2)l[X]r)=/t&~.[#]~-~)] [/.t(2~-~) l [/.t(~-~)]) ' (50) 

where #(m =/1,~,/~N) _ ~2' / "t(N) = ~' since the S 1 outer product coupling coefficients 
([1](1)[0](0)1[1](1)) = ([0](0)[1](1)1[1](1)), appearing in the last isoscalar factor, are 
equal to one. 

We next consider the subducüon S N $ SN1 x SN2 and define the isoscalarfactor 
I (subduction isoscalar factor) for a nonstandard, parütioned basis (5) as 

t.[#~] [#2] [#]) [~tz] [#]L [#2] [#]) 

= ([~]rlr21 [ )~] r lp2)- ( [#] r l r '2 [  [#] r lp '2)  -1 (51) 

We note that these factors are also sometimes referred to as the symmetric group 
reduced transformation coefficients (RTC) or reduced subducfion coefficients (RSDC) 
[67]. Recall that I[Ä]rlr 2) --I[&];[A1]rl,[Ä2]r 2) with Young tableaux r I labeled by 
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1, 2 . . . . .  N 1 and r 2 by N 1 + 1, N 1 + 2, , N: + and r 'z resulting, 
respectively, from r -  rlp 2 and r 2 "by N2=N'andr lp ' 2  deleting the box labeled with N (or, 
equivalently, by dropping the first label in the corresponding Yamanouchi symbols). 
We see that in contrast to the 1 ° factor, the first irrep [/%:] is always the same in the / 
factor, so that it does not have to be repeated and enables us to graphically distinguish 
both factors. Should the danger of confusion arise, however, we shall employ the 
notation indicating 1 ° and I s explicitly (or as a subscript). In any case, it is easily se.en 
from eq. (44) that both factors are simply related, namely 

1o¢[/%11 [/%211 [Z]~= y(Zl,X2;/%)is([Z1] [Z21[ [/%1~ 
t.[#l] [#2] [#]) Y(#l .#2;-~ L[/-q] [/221 [/21)" (52) 

Since, in fact, [/%1] = [#l] for I s, we have that 

[#21 [/.tl) [.N2fzfm t,[Zl] [#2] [~z]) (53) 

3. U(n) isoscalar factors 

We shall next consider irreps (/%) of U(n), where/% is again a parütion of N with 
at most n components A 1,/%2 . . . . .  An, Xi /%, = N, while N is arbitrary. The dimension 
dzof (2,) is given by the Weyl-Robinson formula [79-81] and the standard basis is that 
adapted to the Gerfand-Tsetlin chain [25], which we write schematically as 

U(n) D U ( n -  1) D . . .  » U(2) » U(1). (54) 

This basis can be labeled either by Gel'fand tableaux (m) or by Weyl tableaux W. For 
electronic Gel'fand-Tsetlin states, we can also use an efficient ABC (or Paldus) tableau 
or related step number labeling [1,6-8]. The relationship between these various 
labeling schemes is weil known [7,8,82]. 

In general developments described in this work, we shall primarily employ Weyl 
tableau labeling for the following two reasons: (i) it facilitates the establishment and 
exploitaüon of the S/v-U(n) duality in view of a simple correspondence between Young 
and Weyl tableaux, and (ii) it makes the formulation independent of the order of the 
unitary group n. Consequently, our expressions for the U(n) CG coefficients, isoscalar 
factors, segment values, etc., will also be n-independent and, hence, applicable to any 
chain U(m) D U(m - 1) or any orbital level in many-electron theory applications. This 
is cleafly an important and beneficial feature of our formulation, since not only can n 
be fairly large when handling many-electron problems, but this also makes the formulas 
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independent of the orbital basis size. When we restrict our considerations to at most 
two-column tableaux that are relevant for many-electron systems, it is straightforward 
to recast the relevant formulas into the most convenient labeling scheine for a given 
problem, be it ABC tableaux or its various sub-tableaux, step number labeling, etc. 

It is also useful to recall that the U(n) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can be 
defined in two different ways: (i) either as the coupling coefficients for basis states (e.g. 
Gerfand-Tsetlin basis), or (ii) as the matrix elements of Wigner operätors (in which 
case it seems more appropriate to call them Wigner coefficients [46,53]). Clearly, our 
main objective is to calculate matrix elements of U(n) generators and products of such 
generators, through which one can express quantum mechanical operators associated 
with various observables of physical and chemical interest. This will be done not only 
for the canonical Gerfand- Tsetlin basis, but also for bases which are suitable when 
considering a system partitioning [14,40,83]. Thus, our objective represents a special 
case of a more general problem of matrix element evaluation of general U(n) tensor 
operators, to which this series of papers is devoted. In contrast to existing methodology 
in this regard, we intend to exploit the close relationship between unitary and symmetric 
groups, as outlined in the introducüon. 

Designating Gel'fand-Tseüin basis states for an irrep (v) by [~)), we define the 
U(n) coupling coefficients as 

where (A,), (#) and (v) are irreps of U(n) and U, V and W are corresponding Weyl 
tableaux, labeling basis vectors of their carrier spaces, respectively. Clearly, these 
coupling coefficients are nonvanishing only when (v) c (&) ® (#). Moreover, we assume 
that each irrep (v) appears in the product (&) ® (#) at most once which is not, of course, 
the case in general when (v) can occur with nonunit multiplicity. In the general case, we 
thus require additional labels which resolve this multiplicity problem. However, in the 
actual applications which we have in mind, we deal with special irreps characterizing 
the many-electron systems. Since in these circumstances the multiplicity problem can 
be avoided in most cases, and we do not wish to make our notation urmecessarily 
cumbersome, we shan in the following assume that (v) occurs at most once in the direct 
product (;L) ® (#). 

In complete analogy with the symmeUic group, we then define the (nth level) 
U(n) isoscalar factor 

x"~,(;t'> ~'> (v'>.)-t.<,a,'> ~'> (v').),-t.<,l,') 0~') (v')) 

(56) 
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where ()V), (#')  and (v') are irreps of U(n - 1) and U', W and W' are corresponding 
U(n - 1) Weyl tableaux that are obtained from U, V and W by deleting the boxes 
carrying the label n. Thus, for example, 

( (21)  (2) (221) ̀  ] / 
(12 ) ( 1 ) [ ( 2 1 ) J  = ~ [ ~  ~ FA -1. (57) 

Note that here and in the following text we drop the irrep labels when they are 
automatically implied by the explicit form of the Weyl tableau. 

Similarly, as in the case of the symmetric group, we shall also consider bases that 
are adapted to the chain 

U(n) D U(nl) x U(n2) , n 1 + n 2 = n, (58) 
and that are suitable when considering a system partitioning [14,40,83]. Labeling the 
basis states adapted to this chain as (cf. eqs. (53,54) of ref. [14]) 

[(Ä) (z~) (;t2)~_ 
w~ w2 / I(Ä)w1 w2) 

(we again avoid the multiplicity labels, which are not required for at most two-column 
irreps), we define the transformation coefficients by 

I(z) (~~) (x2)\ ((w ~) ) w~ w2 L (59) 

The U(n~) and U(n2) Weyl tableaux W1 and W 2 involve, respectively, the labels 1, 2 . . . . .  n 1 
and n 1 + 1, n~ + 2 . . . . .  n~ + n 2 = n. Since the partial Weyl tableäu 1471, which is obtained 
when delefing boxes carrying labels greater than n~ in the U(n) tableau W, so that we 
can write ff'~ = W $ U(n~), must coincide with the U(n~) tableau W 1, so that 

((Xm) (z2)](z)} =aw,,, ('(Zl)(z2} 
W~ WE W t \ W1 W2 w/~ 

1~' 1 = W $ U(n 1 ), (60) 

the sum in eq. (59) extends only over Weyl tableaux W with their ff'l part fixed. Conse- 
quently, the inverse transformation will involve only the summation over the U(n 2) 
labels, namely 
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I(W~)> = ~ /(Al)(A2)I(A) ~ 1(4)(AI)(A2)~. (61) 
(Äz), W2 \ Wl W 2 W/t W1 W2 / 

We note the formal similarity of these U(n) ,1. U(n 1) × U(n2) transformation coefficients 
with the U(n) CG coefficients (cf. eqs. (55) and (61)), which we distinguish by 
appropriate subscripts (at least when confusion could arise). These tr-ansformation 
coefficients can also be factored into a product of I t (transformation) isoscalarfactors 
(or U(n) RTCs or RSDCs [67]), defined analogously as the 1 u factors (eq. (56)) (cf. also 
definition (51)) 

\ Wl w2 w /~ \ wl  w l w '/ t ' 
(62) 

where W~ and W' result, respectively, from W 2 and W by a removal of boxes carrying 
the label n. 

Thus, for each S N or U(n) coupling or transformation coefficient we can write a 
factorization formula similar to that given by eq. (50). The number of factors is given 
by N for the symmetric group (i.e. by an electron number in our applications) and by 
n in the case of U(n) (i.e. by an orbital number). We shall see, however, that for 
problems which are relevant in applications, most of the factors in the U(n) factorization 
have unit values and thus can be ignored. 

In concluding our definitions, we briefly summarize the orthogonality properties 
of U(n) CG and transformation coefficients, as weil as of the corresponding isoscalar 
factors: 

(i) CG coefficients and I u factors: 

u,v U V /u V W lu 
(63) 

QA U) (It)I(v)~ <(~) [ (A) (#)> = S u u ' 6 v v ' ,  (64) 
v,w V W /u U '  V" u 

~E.«~<«> (~'>j<<z'> <~'> <«>;= <z'> (65) 
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(#) (v'))t,(v') (z") (u")) 
(66) 

(ii) transformation coefficients and I t factors: 

L2,W2 W1 W2 [t \ W1 W2 W ' / t  
= ~zz" aww,, (67) 

(68) 

Z((;t) (z2) ( z ) ]  = 
(ùu2) (~.')) '~~" (69) 

~/(z~) (;tz) l ( ; t ) ) ( ( ; t ) ( ; t~)( ; t~))=,~ , (70) 

We stress again that for simplicity's sake we omit multiplicity indices in all the above 
expressions. General expressions can be found in ref. [74]. We also note the similarity 
between both sets of relaüons, eqs. (63) to (66) and (67) to (70). Note, however, that 
this similarity is only a formal one. Thus, for example, while we must sum over both 
Weyl tableaux in eq. (63) (note the parallel with the SU(2) or angular momentum CGs), 
only the second one is summed in eq. (67) alongside with the irrep label, however. 
This is easily realized considering an example analogous to that given at the end of 
section 2.2. Thus, taking (~,) = (221), (~'1) = (2 1), we have to consider both (~2) = (2) and 
(;t~) = Ob. 

4. Relationship between the S N and U(n) isoscalar factors 

4.1. RECIPROCITY BETWEEN THE S N AND U(n) IRREPS 

The reciprocity between the S N and U(n) (or, generaUy, GL(n, C)) irreps, first 
discussed by Schur and fully explored by Weyl [80], implies that a complete decom- 
position of the Nth rank tensor power (V)®N (where V is a carrier space of the defining 
representation of U(n) [or GL(n, C) = GL(V)]) into the irreducible subspaces with 
respect to S N yields simultaneously a complete decomposition with respect to U(n) and 
vice versa. Another aspect of this reciprocity manifests itself in the reduction of S N outer 
products and U(n) Kronecker products of irreps, both given by the well-known 
Littlewood- Richardson mies. 
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Thus, when we constmct an S N adapted basis for a tensor product of N single- 
parficle states from V, V = Span { Oi« I k = 1 . . . . .  n }, we obtain simultaneously irrep 
bases for U(n). The S o adapüon may be conveniently achieved by projecting the V®u 
monomials f,~(co), 

fl(co) = 0i, (1)$i2(2)... $iN (N), (71) 

c o =  {il ,iz . . . . .  iN}, i l  < i2 < . . .  < i N ,  (72) 

with Young orthogonal (or Young-Yamanouchi)  units o TM (eq. (38)), 
S F  

o[Zl f z  ~, D[Z](P)sFP. (38) sr = N'-" S 
• P ~ S l v  

This produces the S N adapted bases {otZ]f~(m)ls = 1 . . . .  fz ), with r,m fixed, 
carrying the irrep [&] of S N, while each set {o~/f2(co)lr = i . . . . .  fz; all ordered co's}, 
with s arbitrary but fixed, spans the carfier space for (~) of U(n). Clearly, in the U(n) 
case, different Young tableaux s can produce the same Weyl tableau W (and thus the 
same basis state) when the orbital set co contains mulüple occupancies. However, taken 
as a set, we obtain a basis for (~) of U(n) of dimension d A. Moreover, 

fzdz = n N. (73) 
Z 

(YY) 
(GT) 

Now, when all the i k e co, k = 1 . . . . .  N, are distinct, the Young-Yamanouchi  
states obtained in this way am idenücal with corresponding U(n) Gel'fand-Tsetlin 
states when properly normalized, i.e. 

](W~)~ _ (X)'~ _ (A.) [ A . ] ~ = l [ X ] r ) = g Z o ,  r .  tZl~q( ),oa 
W / s  W s c  

(74) 

where the Weyl tableau W is obtained by replacing the indices 1, 2 . . . . .  N of the Young 
tableau r by the orbital labels co, i.e. by applying the map (18) or (20), 

[a~~] :J ~--~ ij, j = l  . . . . .  N, (75) 

where now the domain 09 « { 1,2 . . . . .  n} and can contain repetiüons. The projector o TM 
S F  

acts on the electronic coordinates 1, 2 . . . . .  N, and its first Young tableau s is arbitrary, 
but fixed. As indicated in eq. (74), we can often drop this index (see example below). 
The normalization factor is easily evaluated as 
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= N 2 A  ~ .  ~, D[z](P)~(f~(og)lPf~(¢o)) 
Pe  SN 

= 9~ 2 fA 
N-'-~ ' (76) 

since only the identity permutaüon P = e will satisfy the requirement thatP~(¢o)  
= ~(to) when all the orbitals constituting Y2(w) (eq. (71)) are distinct. We can simply 
write 

since W uniquely determines r. 
Now assume that the highest label in 09 is f-times occupied, i.e. that 

iN = i N - 1  = . . .  = i N - f + l  = m ,  m < n,  (78) 

while the remaining labels are again distinct. We thus require an additional normaliza- 
üon factor, which we designate as [N(~, pZ)]-x so that 

](W~)) = [N(~. p2)]-l l[)~]rlp2 ) 

= [N(Z, p 2 ) ] - l ( N  !/fx)l/20]r~]~')(0)). (79) 

The Young tableau r now consists of two parts: an r ~ part labeled by indices 
1, 2 . . . . .  N - f  and a p2 part, labeled by the remaining labels N - f + 1 . . . . .  N. The 
Weyl tableau W is again obtained by applying the map (75) to r, which now assigr~ the 
same label m to the last f indices, i.e. 

j~--->/j, ( j  = 1 . . . . .  N - f )  and ¢o g = { N - f + l  . . . . .  N} --> m. (80) 

In other words, the f-t imes occupied label m will appear everywhere in the partial 
tableau designated by p2 (cf. section 2.1). Thus, in this case, f !  (or less if a~0 labels 
appear in the same row) distinct Young tableau r - (r 1 p2), with identical r 1 subtableau, 
yield the same Weyl tableau, as schematicany shown in fig. 2. 

Evaluating the normalizaüon factor N(A, p2) as in the singly occupied case 
(eq. (76)), we realize that the sum over S N will now involve f !  permutaüons P which 
give PO(co) = f2(~o). These permutations form a group Sf(tOo2), so that 
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~ ml 

Fig. 2. Illustration of the Young tableaux yielding the same Weyl 
tableau when multiple occupancyf(e.g, f =  3) is present. The i,j, k 
can represent any of the 3! = 6 permutations ofN - 2, N - 1 andN. 

N(&'Pz)=[P«Sr(~o) ~' DIz](P)rrl 1/2 (81) 

This relationship will hold even when S. permutes another set of identical labels, not 
J 

necessarily the highest ones. We note that a general analytical expression for this 
normalization factor can be found in ref. [84], eq. (5.9). Considering eq. (32)for  
[Ä2] = [f]' the totally symmetric representation of S t, for which D[f](P2)~2,r2 = t~;.2,r2, 
we can also wfite for the normalization factor (81) 

[ N!fz~ 11/2 
N ( ~ ,  p 2 )  = ( /V-- -~ 'TfzJ  ([~1 ] r l [ f ] (1)[  [)],]r), (82) 

assuming that the outer product coupling coefficients are real. This coefficient can be 
expressed as a product of I ° factors (eq. (50)). For greater notational compacmess, we 
define multiple I ° factors for this case as follows: 

([~,1 ] r l [ f ] (1) l  [&]r) - ([&~ ][f][ [~,1)« 

=(~~.,I ~l I tzl ~(I~.,J ~ - ,~  ~~.-,<p~>1~ 
\[~~1 [ f - 1 ]  [ [A , - I (P2) ] )k . [~ I ]  [ f - 2 1  [Z 2(p2) ] )  "'" 

([~,l] [1] [ [Ä'- (f- 1)(P2)]) 
(83) 

""\[Zl]  [0] I [Zl] ) '  

where [)~- k( p2)] designates the irrep which results when k boxes with highest labels 
are removed from the Young tableau r = ( r lp  2) that is associated with irrep [;q, so that 
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[;t - f (  p2)1 = [Z,l. (84) 

The considered case, eq. (78), applies generaUy, since restricüng U(m)to 
U(m - 1) we obtain a valid relationship between YY and GT states. In the general case, 
we can thus proceed with multiple occupancies from the lowest multiple occupied level 
to the highest one, applying the normalization factor (81) or (82) at each stage. 

Extm~ le : 

Let us illustrate these developments on a simple example involving S 3 and U(n), 
n = 2, 3 . . . . .  The only non-trivial Young orthogonal units are those associated with the 
two-dimensional irrep [2,1], in which case 

of22,11j = ~- [2e+ 2(12):t: (13)-7- (23) -  (123)-  (132)1, (85a) 

o~:,:}o~,, = ~ [ ( 2 3 ) -  (13)+ (123):t: (132)1. (85b) 

Choosing to = too = {1,2,3}, we immediately obtain two disünct realizations of 3- 
electron states with unit occupancies (so that n ~ 3), namely 

113 2)1 - I ~  2 1 ,  3 2 )  =v /3o[2 ' l ]~ ( t0o)=¢+,  (86a) 

--- = v/3o = ~+, (86b) 
2 1 , 3 

i1~) i~~ 1» _ v/~ [2,11 = o21 f~(Wo)= ~ - ,  (86c) 
3 2 , 2 

I1 3 ) _ - - I ~  3 1 3 / =v/~ot22,llf2(too)= ,O- (86d) 
2 2 , 2 

where 

= ~ [ 2 / 1 2 3 / + 2 / 2 1 3 / ~ / 3 2 1 / T - / 1 3 2 / - / 3 1 2 / - / 2 3 1 / ] ,  

1 ~± = ~ [ / 1 3 2 / - / 3 2 1 /  + / 3 1 2 / ~  / 2 3 1 / ] ,  

(87a) 

(87b) 

and where we defined 
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~il i2i3/ =- ~Pi, (1) ~i2(2)~013(3). (88) 

When double occupancy is present, i.e. 09 = { 1,2,2}, we find similarly 

o[2'11f~(co) = N O ,  r = 1,2,  (89a) 

o2[2'11fl(co) = M V ,  r = 1,2,  (89b) 

with 

• = / 1 2 2 / + / 2 1 2 / -  2 / 2 2 1 / ,  (90a) 

q" = A 2 2 / - / 2 1 2 / ,  (9Ob) 

and 

B x (91) N1 = 1, N E = M 1  = - g  - ,  M E =  ~.  

Now, for any doubly occupied level, we easily find the normalization factor N(X,p 2) 
using eq. (81), namely 

N(Z, p2) = (1 + a~~/_ 1) 1/2, (92) 

where d .  is the axial distance from i to j in the standard Young tableau r. Thus, in the 
12 wehaved32 - 2  and f o r r = ( 2 ) = 1 3 ,  d 3 2 = 2 , s o t h a t  present case, for r = (1) = 3 = 2 

and 

( 2) 
- n~ = 1/4t2, (93a) N [2,1],  3 

( 3) 
- n2 = f3-/2. (93b) N [2,1],  2 

Thus, altogether 

and 

I / ,~.1/2 [2 1 1 2 = N ( Z ,  p 2 ) - I ( 3 ! / z )  o l ;  ]f~(to)= n'/lv/'3Nr • = 6-1/20,  
2 1 

I1 2 /  = = = \ N(,~, p2)-l(31/2)l/2 0122r'l]~(CO ) nrl v/-3 Mr ~ 2-1/2W 
2 2 " 

(94a) 

(94b) 
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where again 

- -- 2 , 
2 2 s 2 s 

(95) 

since the irreps (2,1) and [2,1] are automaticaUy implied by the explicit form of the Weyl 
and Young tableaux, respectively. We see that the resulting GT states, both labeled with 
the same Weyl tableau 1 2 z , are distinct and should be distinguished by the Young tableau 
s (eq. (95)). 

Likewise, when o)= {1,1,2}, we find similarly 

[1 1 )  =6_1/212/112/_/211/_/121/], (96a) 
2 1 

[ 1 1 )2 = 2 - 1 / 2 [ / 1 2 1 / - / 2 1 1 / ] ,  
2 (96b) 

although in this case the second tableau projectors ~2~11 pmduce a vanishing result 
(since doubly occupied labels would occur in the same column). The double occupancy 
normalization factor (92) now equals ",/2. 

Thus, when we deal with a two-dimensional irrep [2,1] of S 3, we can always find 
two distinct realizations of the corresponding U(n) basis. We should thus label the 
resulting GT states with both Weyl and Young tableaux, as indicated in eq. (95). 
However, since the U(n) irrep matrices are independent of the realization used, as given 
by the Young tableau s, we can omit this label as long as we always keep it fixed when 
evaluaüng the matnx elements. Indeed, we easily find, using the following representa- 
tion of U(n) generators, 

E/j 

that, e.g. 

N N 

~, eij (k) = ~ [~)i(k))(~)j (k) [  , ( 9 7 )  
k = l  k = l  

o r  

21/2E23]13 2)=(2/3)1/2E23[12 3)~=]12 2 ) ,  (98a) 

(98b) 

independently of the label s. It is easy to verify that this result is in complete agreement 
with the corresponding U(n) result (e.g. the example given in ref. [5], figs. 1 and 26), 
e.g. for n = 3, 
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where the Gerfand tableau notation has been used. 
This example indicates that indeed the above given considerations apply 

generally, even though we considered explicitly only the case when the highest level is 
multiply occupied (for the general case, see [72,74] and references therein). In fact, the 
simple case considered above is entirely satisfactory for our purposes, since we shall be 
working with U(n) isoscalar factors, which are given by the ratio of U(n) and U(n - 1) 
CG coefficients and depend only on U(n) and U(n - 1) irrep labels. In particular, they 
are independent of the structure of the U(n - 1) states involved, so that we can 
conveniently choose the states with all the orbitals singly occupied (i.e. the so-called 
special GT states). Based on the SN-U(n) reciprocity, we can interrelate the I ° factors 
for S N with corresponding / factors for U(n), as has been shown in [74]. For the sake 
of completeness and simplicity, we now present the required form of this relationship. 

4.2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 1o AND I u FACTORS 

To find the relationship between the 1 ° and I u factors, we first exploit the 
reciprocity between the S s and U(n) irrep bases (eq. (79)). Writing eq. (23') in the form 

and replacing the S N states by the U(n) states using eq. (79), we can write 

Comparison with the reciprocal relation to eq. (55) shows that (cf. also eq. (7-146a) of 
ref. [67]) 
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the sum extending over all r 2 tableaux which yield the same multiply occupied part of 
the Weyl tableau when the map (80) is carried out as illustrated in fig. 2. Thus, when 
only singly occupied orbitals occur, all N()~, p 2 )  factors equal one and we can identify 
U(n) and S N coupling coefficients (eq. (100)). Expressing then the coupling coefficients 
in eq. (100) through isoscalar factors and U(n - 1) or SN_ / coefficients (eqs. (56) and 
(49), respectively) and assuming that the multiple occupancy occurs only at the highest 
levels so that U(n - 1) and S/v_/coefficients will cancel out, we find that 

where the composite 1 ° factor on the right-hand side is defined similarly as in eq. (83) 
and involves f factors corresponding to sequential reduction from S ,  to S. .. Clearly, 

N N - f  
analogously to eq. (84), [)t.1] = [ ~ - f ~ (  p2)], [/21 ] = [/2-f2(o'2)] and Ivy] --- [ v - f ( z2 ) ] .  
The sum over z 2 involves f !  terms associated with Young tableaux yielding the same 
Weyl tableau as illustrated in fig. 2. 

We note that we could also have started with the inverse relationship, eq. (23), 
rather than with eq. (23') as we did. This would result in analogous expressions to those 
given in eqs. (100) and (101), which are sometimes preferable to use. Thus, in lieu of 
eq. (100), we would obtain (cf. also eq. (7-95) of ref. [67]): 

and, likewise, for the isoscalar factors we find similarly to eq. (101) 
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Here, the sum over  p2 _ p2(õ~) and er z - oa(Õ) must  extend over  all subtableaux p2 and 
o ̀ 2 with all possible orbital labelings ~ and Õ, where {~ ,Õ}  consists o f f l a b e l s  being 
removed. For  example,  considering the isoscalar factor with (A.) = (2 12), (#) = (2) and 
(v) = (3 2 1) and (~1) = (12)' q t l )  = (1), (vl) = (2 1), so t h a t f  1 = 2 , f  2 = 1 a n d f =  3, the sum 
in eq. (101 ' )  will involve 3! = 6 terms over the following subtableaux p2, o a, shown in 
fig. 3. (Note that we  need at least a three-column irrep (v) in order to obtain a non- 
vanishing result when f = 3.) 

p - -  

f ~-_E] 6,~= __ 
N 

i j k 

4 5 6 

5 4 6 

4 6 5 

6 4 5 

5 6 4 

6 5 4 

Fig. 3. An example that schematically illustrates the 
subtableaux that are involved in the sum in eq. (101'). 
See the text for details. 

For many-electron systems, where at most  double occupancies  can occur, the 
summation in eq. (101) will involve at most  two terms, and we present explicit  expres- 
sions for all the possible cases below. Since we can encounter  at most  two-column irreps 
in this case, we introduce simplified explicit notation for the irreps, designating 

[~.] = [2 a 1 bi =: (a, b), 

[#] = [2dl  «] =: (d, e), (102) 

[v] = [2Sl t] =: (s, t), 

where, clearly, 2(a  + d) + b + e = 2s  + t, and similarly for the U(n) irreps (to distinguish 
I u and / factors, we include corresponding subscripts). We thus have the fol lowing 
possibilities: 
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(i) when ~,,/s unoccupied, both I and I ° factors equal one; 

(ii) when ¢n is singly occupied, the / and / factors are identical, i.e. 

and the following possibilities can occur." 

(iii) when ~,,/s doubly occupied, the following cases must be distinguished: 

( i i ia)f= 2 a n d f  1 =f2 = 1, i.e. we remove two boxes from v and one box from 
each ~. and/a. Using the normalization factor as given by eq. (92), we can 
write genemUy 

where 

A(p)  = ( 0 . . .  0 1 0 . . .  0), 

with 1 in the pth place (i.e. removing a box from the pth row), A(F) 
= A(~) + A(~), where ~ and ~ are the rows in which a box is removed in 
the irrep (v), and the sum extends over two possibilities, given by the order 
in which these boxes are removed. Explicitly, we obtain 
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where  (a ' , b ' )  = (a - 1,b + 1) or  (a ,b - 1) and, similarly ( d ' , e ' )  = (d - 1,e + 1) 
or  (d,e - 1), and assuming that the label N occurs in )~ and the label (N - 1) in 
/1. An equivalent but  distinct formula results when N occurs in # and (N - 1) 
in A, namely 

(iiib) f = 2 , f  l = 0 , f  2 = 2 (or f l  = 2, f2  = 0); i.e. both boxes  are removed from 
tableaux v and # (or ~.). Generally, we obtain 

so that 

assuming that N occurs in the first co lumn and (N - 1) in the second column 
in the Young tableau s o f  I/z] (i.e. in tr2), or, equivalently 
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((a,b) (d,e) (s,,) l=(e+,~"=[(,+=)"2 
(a,b) (d- 1,e) ] \e-~) [_\t-f-i (s - 1, t))o 

(,o~> ,~e> I ,st> )(~o~>'~'e+'>l's't+'>~ 
x (a,b) ( d - l , e + l )  ( s - l , t + l ) o  (a,b) ( d - l , e )  ( s - l , t )  Jo 

( t  ~l/2((a,b) (d,e) ] ( s , t ) ~  ( ( a , b ) ( d - l , e + l ) ]  ( s , t ) 1  ] 

+ \ t - - ~ J  (a,b) ( d -  1 ,e+ 1) ( s , t -  1))ok,(a,b ) (d -  1,e) ( s -  1,t) o ' 

(109) 

when N occurs in the second and (N - 1) in the first column of the Young tableau s. 

Whenf  1 = 2 and f2 = 0, analogous formulas result, which can also be obtained 
using the symmetry property for the isoscalar factors; therefore, we do not present them 
here. 

4.3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE / AND/t FACTORS 

Let us finally consider the relationship between the I s factors for S N and the/t 
factors for U(n), which is completely analogous to the relationship (101). 

Starting again with the relationship (35), 

I[Z];[Zl ]s, [Z2 ]t) = ~([X]sp21[X]st) l[)~]sp2), 
p2 

(35) 

and the corresponding one (eq. (59)) for the U(n), we assume that all the orbitals 
associated with W1 are singly occupied while W 2 will have the highest label multiply 
occupied, so that we can make the corresponding tableau partiüons, i.e. t = t ~ "r E and 

2 2 2 2 2 2 P = Ps Pm (n°te that r = sp ), Ps' Pm designating the singly and multiply occupied parts 
o fp  z, as schematically shown in fig. 4. Using now the reciprocity relationship (eq. (79)) 
and comparing with eq. (59), we find that 

N(X, pm 2 ) 2 (Zl) (1~2)~ = Z N(~2.-~2-) ([X]sp I[X]st). (110) 
W1 W 2 / t  pl  

Clearly, the Weyl tableaux W 1, W 2 a n d  W correspond to Young tableaux s, t and r = s p2, 
whose structure is schematically shown in fig. 4. Expressing the transformation 
coefficients in terms of corresponding isoscalar factors and U ( m -  1) or Ss_ f 
coefficients, which must be identical in view of the assumptions made above (since 
N(A,,p 2) = 1 in eq. (79) when only singly occupied orbitals are present), we obtain that 
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Fig. 4. A schematic illustration of the partitioning of  
the Young tableau r = s p  z = sp~sp2m, where {i,j,k} 
represent a permutation of {N - 2, N - 1, N} and are 
mapped onto the same orbital m when going to a 
corresponding Weyl tableau. 

where the last relationship results when we start from an inverse of eq. (35). Here, we 
defined [/xz] - [Xz-f( ' t '2)] and [#] - [ 2 ~ - f (  p~)], which result from the removal o f f  
boxes constituting the partial tableaux ~.2 and pm ~, respectively, from the tableaux [;t 2] 
and [X]. Thus, the I s factors appearing in eq. (111) are in fact the f-particle I s factors 
defined, in complete analogy to the multiple I ° factors of eq. (83), as a product of  one- 
particle I s factors, namely 

where ~:2 and p2 m define the sequence in which the f boxes are removed. 
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We can, finaUy, transform the I s factor into the 1 ° factor using eq. (52) or eq. (53). 
Exploiting then eq. (101) for this particular case, we can also directly relate the / and 
I u factors, namely 

((/],l) (Z2) [ (~)) = Y(/~'I,]-/2;]-/)((~1) (,~,2) [(Z)) 
(u2) (•)3 r(;q,,t2;;t,)\(;q) Oz2) (;)) 

=[N!(N2-f)!f#f~.211/2((~l) (~2) (~)~ 
(N-f)!N2!ft~2A ~,()~1) ( ; 2 )  (].t).)' 

(112) 

with y given by eq. (45). Note that when f = 1, this relationship is identical with that 
relating I s and 10 factors (eq. (52) or eq. (53)). 

To conclude, we remark that we now have at our disposal the explicit relaüonship 
among all four isoscalar factors I o, 1« I u and I t. The principal relationships are given by 
eqs. (53), (101) and (112). In the many-electron case, eqs. (103), (105), (106), (108) and 
(109) are very useful. Thus, knowing one of the factors, we can now determine all the 
remaining ones, if needed. 

5. Explicit algebraic expressions for isoscalar factors 

We shall now present explicit expressions for the isoscalar factors, which 
are required in UGA formalism, and examine their symmetry properties. We can 
thus restrict ourselves to at most two-column irreps of U(n), which we again 
label as indicated in eq. (102). The Kronecker product of  two such irreps (2 a 1 b) @ (2 a 1 e) 
-- (a,b) @ (d,e) can, of  course, contain three- and four-column irreps. These, however, 
can be ignored in many-electron problems, since the corresponding wave functions 
must vanish in view of the Pauli principle. Assuming that b > e, we easily find that 

(a, b) ® (d, e) --+ 
km 

@(a+ d+ e-  k , b - e +  2k) 
k=0 

e 

~ @(a+d+k,b+e-2k) ,  (113) 
k=kM 

where 

km = min{e, n - ( a +  b + d)}, 

kM = max{0,  a +  b + d +  e -  n}, 

and the arrow indicates a restriction to at most two-column tableaux. Thus, for example, 
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assuming that n > 5. Clearly, if n = 4, only the first irrep survives, while for n < 3, no 
two-column irreps can be formed. Since usually n >> N = 2(a + d) + b + e in most 
quantum chemical computations, we can simply take k = e or k M = 0. Clearly, the CG 
series (113) is dual to the corresponding SU(2) × SU(2) coupling for spins, as may be 
easily seen from the behavior of the second label in eq. (113). 

We recall that a general CG coefficient 

factorizes into a successive product of  I u factors 

similarly as given by eq. (50) for the S N coefficients. Since we now consider only the 
U(n) factors, for simplicity we can omit the subscript u. Thus, for example (note that 
we delete the irrep labels in CG coefficients since they are implied by Weyl tableaux) 

There are nine independent possibilities for the I u factors of the type (116), 
depending on the orbital occupancies, as shown schematically in fig. 5, including the 
trivial unoccupied case (diagram O), 

The derivation of explicit expressions for these factors is given in the appendix. The 
results are summarized in table 2. These results generalize those given in our earlier 
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o c c u p a n c y  

o 

0 

A 

E 

B 

F 

C 

G 

D 

H 

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of basic distinct types of U(n) and S N isoscalar factors, 
involving at most two-colurrm irreps of the unitary group approach to many-electron 
systems. The factors are arranged by the occupancy of the highest orbital, starting with 
the trivial unoccupied case (O). The remaining factors are obtained by the interchange 
of the Fu'st two tableaux, which brings about the phase change given by eqs. (119)-(121). 
All tableaux shown pertain to the I u factors, while the I factors of S N can only involve 
single occupancies and can thus be of types A-D. For ~he I t factors, types O and A-E 
can occur, while again only types A-D pertain to the I factors ofS N. See text for details. 

paper [75], which wem restricted to the coupling of single-column tableaux, i.e. 
to the case that a = d = 0. The latter can be easily obtained by setting a = d = 0 in 
table 2. For example, case (A) will yield eq. (A9) of [75], taking into account eq. (A2) 
and the generalized Condon-Shortley phase convention. 

We remark that table 2 gives only independent I u factors, the remaining ones 
being given by their symmetry properties. We recaU [74,75] that an interchange of the 
first two columns changes only the phase, given by the irreps involved, namely 

( (&) ( / . t )]  (v)"~= 1)(x)+(z, )+(~)+(~,)+(v)+( , ) ( ( / l )  ( ; t ) I  (v)"~ (119) 
(~.') (It') (v ' ) )  (-  ~,(~') ( i ' )  (v '))" 

For two-column irreps, this phase factor is given by the formulas: 

(_l)(a,b) = (--1)(O,a+b)(--1)(O,a) = (_l)ab+b(b-1)/2,  (120a) 

since 
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(-1)(°,b) = (_l)b(b-1) 12 (120b) 

The foUowing special cases are very useful in actual applications: 

(_l)(a,b)+(a,b-1) = (--1) a+b+l 

(_ 1)(a,b)+("- l, o+1 ) = (--1) a+l ' (121) 

(--1)(a,b)+(a-1, b) = (--1) b. 

Using this symmetry property, we easily obtain the remaining I u factors that are not 
listed explicitly in table 2. 

We can now also obtain the explicit expressions for the remaining isoscalar 
factors. We know that the / factor for S/v equals the corresponding / factor when only 
single occupancies are allowed (eq. (101)). Thus, only those cases are retevant for the 
I ° factors in which a single box is detached from the Young tableau, i.e. cases (A-D)  
of fig. 4 and table 2. The I ° factors are in this case given by exactly the same expressions 
as the I u factors and, consequently, are not repeated in table 2. 

T h e  I t factors can be similarly obtained using relationship (112). As property (60) 
indicates, the highest label must always occur in the second Weyl tableau W 2 of the 
transformation coefficient defined by eq. (59). This is also clear from the structure of 
the I t factors, whose first irrep is always the same as the notation of eq. (62) implies. 
Consequently, only cases (A-E)  of fig. 4 can occur for the I t factors. For the same 
reason, there is no symmetry property for these factors, although one could formally 
introduce a similar property as for the I u factors (eq. (119)) if desired. The relevant 
explicit expressions for the I t factors are listed in the last column of table 2. 

Finally, the expressions for the I s factors are again identical with those for the I t 
factors. Since only single occupancies are relevant in this case, the pertinent expressions 
are given by the formulas in the last colümn of table 2 for cases (A-D) .  

We now illustrate some possible applications of the derived expression~s given in 
table 2 on a few examples. 

Example 1 

The CG coefficient appearing on the leR-hand side ofeq. (117) is easily evaluated 
to be 

1 3  2 6  2 4  
4 5 3 6 = 2 -1/2. 3 -1/2. (3/5) 1/2. 1 • ( - 1 / 4 ) .  1 = - 4  - 1  • 1 0  - 1 / 2 ,  

5 
7 (122) 

where we have used the segments of types A, B, D and F. 
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Example 2 

We can couple the irrep bases for (2 1) = (1,1) and (2) = (1,0) of  U(n) to obtain 
a basis for the irrep (221) ---- (2,1) of  U(n), where n > 3. One of the resulting states will 
have the form: 

since the relevant CG coefficients are easily evaluated as in example 1, e.g., 

We can easily verify that the resulting state (123) is normalized, since the CG 
coefficients constitute a unitary transformation. Note, however, that for an inverse 
transformation we obtain, for example, 

the relevant coefficients again being given by the CG coefficients, e.g. eq. (124). The 
reason why this inverse relationship appears to be unnormalized can be understood as 
follows. We can regard the first basis state 13 5) as a component of a symmetric tensor 
operator, which transforms as a basis for the irrep (2), acting on the GT state 12 a 2) of 

a many-electron system. This will produce two five-electron GT states belonging to the 
irrep (221). Generally, however, we must also include basis states belonging to the irreps 
(4 1), (3 2) and (3 12) in addition to the two-column irrep (221) considered, in which case 
the normalization condition will hold again. However, these three- and four-column 
states will vanish for many-electron systems, so that they will not appear on the right- 
hand side of eq. (125). 
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Example 3 

Using the system partiüoning [14,40,83] for the states belonging to the irrep 
(221), we can express the states adapted to a chain U(n 1 + n2) D U(n~) ® U(n 2) in terms 
of U(n) - U(n~ + n2) GT states or of their CAUGA representaüon in the irrep (2) of 
U(2n). Thus, considering a partitioned irrep (2 1) ® (2), we obtain, for example, that 

(221) =(112) 2 3 +(./312) 2 , (126) 
5 3 

since 

( m 
(221) 2 

2 3 

( (1,0) 
= (1,1) (0,1) 

and 

( 1 2 
(221) 2 

3 5 

I1~// 5 2 = (21)  ( 2 ) ( 2 2 1 ) ' ] ( ( 2 1 )  (1) (22) "] 
5 (1) (22) J \ "  (0) (2 1)) 

(2,0) t (I ,  I) (0,0) (1,1) i t  = (I12). 1 = I12, (127) 

12) / (1 ,o)  
2 5 = ( i ,  I )  3 (0, 1) 

(2, I)'] ( (0, I) 
(1,2))  t (1, 1) (0,0) 

= ( f312).  1 = vr3/2, 

(2, 1) / 

(1, 1) t 

(128) 

using the/t  factors of types B, C and D, A, respectively. Representing GT states on the 
right-hand side of eq. (126) in terms of CAUGA two-box states [13-15,75], we will 
obtain directly the CAUGA representafion of the partitioned basis. We can thus generate 
directly CAUGA partitioned basis states employing the/ t  factors of table 2. 

It is instructive to note the difference between eqs. (125) and (126), which are 
very similar at first sight. The first, eq. (125), represents a product state from the irrep 
(2) ® (2 1) in terms of GT states carrying the (221) irrep ofU(n), n > 3. The second, 
eq. (126), represents a partitioned basis state for the irrep (221) (i.e. not a GT state 
adapted to the canonical chain (54), hut a non-GT state adapted to the chain (58)), again 
expressed as a linear combination of GT states carrying the same irrep. Consequenüy, 
the latter state is properly normalized since we are within the same irrep. 

6. U(n) Racah coefficients 

We have seen above that, in complete analogy to the SU(2) angular momentum 
theory, one can introduce various vector coupling coefficients and corresponding 
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isoscalar factors for both S s and U(n) groups and interrelate them using the well-known 
SN-U(n ) reciprocity. Motivated by this analogy, we can similarly introduce Racah 
recoupling coefficients or corresponding 6j symbols when dealing with the coupling of 
three basis vectors. In the SU(2) case, where no multiplicity problem arises, the useful- 
ness of this concept can hardly be overestimated. We recall that in this case there is a 
simple relationship between the Racah coefficients W or U (due to Jahn [85]) and 6j 
coefficients, namely 

(il J2 (il 2 ) ,h  ;jm I J1 ,J2J3 (J23);j'm') 

= Sjj ,Srnm'U(j lJ2j j3;Jl2h3) 

= ~jj'Sm.'(-l)J'+J2+j3+J[(2j12 4- 1)(2j23 4- I)]"2~-. ' [j J2 J,2}.] 
IS3 J J23 J 

= S j j , ¢ ~ m m , [ ( 2 j l  2 "4- 1)(2j2 3 4- 1)]l/2W(jlhjj3;J12J23), (129) 

where I jl J2(J12)' J3; jm) and i Jl, J2 J3(J23 ); jm) designate distinct basis vectors obtained 
by coupling the tensor product basis Ij~ml)Ij2m2)Ij3m3) following the coupling 
schemes ((1,2),3) and (1,(2,3)), respectively. 

The usefulness of U(n) Racah coefficients, which we will now def'me, will 
become apparent when we evaluate matrix elements of the products of two tensor 
operators or when we construct isoscalar factors for nontrivial tensor operators (such as 
adjoint tensors) from those given in the preceding secfions. Although we cannot give 
here a general treatment, which would enable one to obtain an arbitrary U(n) Racah 
coefficient, we shall consider a few very useful special classes of these coefficients, in 
particular those associated with mulüplicity-free couplings. We shall also briefiy mention 
some basic properties of these coefficients, which show their similarity to the corre- 
sponding SU(2) quantities. 

Just as in the angular momentum theory, the U(n) Racah coefficients represent 
transformation coefficients between the states obtained through different coupling 
schemes, namely 

I()~l ~2 )Œ12"~l 2, X3;Ct ,~,) 

= ~, U(&l&2,~,~3;~,12&23)ct~2«z3ct«'l,~,l, (&2 ~3)a23 ~,23 ; a'&), (130) 
B23, tZ23, ô~' 

where we have dropped the angular brackets designating U(n) irreps, writing simply 
(~/) -~ X/, and where we introduced multiplicity labels which resolve the mulüplicity 
problem in the following couplings [73]: 
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B1 x Ä2 -'+ a1~~~2' a,~2 x ;t 3 --> a X, 

B2 )< "~3 -'~ t~23/]"23' '~'1 >( '~'23 "-~ Œ'~" (131) 

Carrying out the indicated couplings using repeatedly eq. (55), we can express the 
Racah coefficient U in terms of CG coefficients as follows: 

B~')Jt~vw'U(Ä'IÄ'2~~t'3;'2i'12Ä'23)ct12'ctga'ct'ct'= {W,}E '~'(W tl W2~2 I °f12~,12~W12 / 

X \ W12 W3 W W3 W23 / 1 W23 W' ' (132) 

where the summation extends over all Weyl tableaux except for the resulting ones 
W = W'. The Racah coefficient U vanishes unless all the couplings (131) satisfy the 
Littlewood-Richardson roles. 

The basic properties of these U(n) Racah coefficients parallel those for the SU(2) 
ones. In partäcular, we note the following mies: 

(i) Orthogonality properties implied by the unitarity of transformation (130), 

E U(~I ~2 )],~'3 ;'Ji,12 ~,23 )a12,az~,a,a'U('2t,1 ,~,2 J~~,3 ;,~~ 2 J~23 )ai2,«2a,ct»,a" 
B23, ~23, of' 

(133a) 

E U(~'lX2XÄ'3;X12X23)cq2,az3,a,a'U(Ä'l~t'2~t'~L3,~'12~23)a12,a~a,a,a " 
ä,12, a12, Œ 

(133b) = 5x23,X~3 5a23,a~3 5a',a" • 

(ii) Out of the numerous symmetry properties, we just note the following one: 

(134) 

U(A1 ,~2/],A3 ;~,12 Ä23 )c02,ct2a,ct,ct" 

= OU(X3 L2 AZ1 ;X23 X12)«~,«~2,«',«, 

where the phase factor 0 is given by the pmduct of four phase factors 

0 = O(,Ä,1 ,~2,~12)«120(,~,12/~3/~)« 0(,~2~3 ~23)œ230(~1 )~23,~,)«', (135) 
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each chamcterizing the symmetry of corresponding CG coefficients with respect to the 
interchange of coupled irreps when the coupling is not mulüplicity-free, e.g. 

W2 W12 / 
(Ä2 ,~1 [ 0~12Ä,12) (136) 

_-- (_1)~'1+;1"2+/1"120(,~i,~,2,~12)a12 W2 WI W12 ' 

where the standard phase (-1)Zis the same as in eq. (119). In the multiplicity-free case, 
we thus have that all O(Ä,/X, )Ii.)% are equal to one so that we recover a standard sym- 
metry property as in the SL~(2~ case, namely 

U(,~I ~,2 )~,~3 ;~12~23 ) = U(,~3 ,~2 ~,~,1 ;)~23 ~,12). (137) 

(iii) Reduction when one of the irreps is a trivial scalar representaüon (0) gives 

U(O/~2 ~,23 '~'3 ;/~2 "~'23 )-a23 a23- ---- U(~I Oß13 "~'3 ;/~1 ~3 ) - -  r~Œ 

= U(~ 1 ,~2Ä,12O;,~,12/~2)tl12__a12 -- 1. (138) 

The basic relationship, eq. (132), can be rewritten in several different ways, since 
we can use the CG orthogonality relations (eqs. (63) and (64)) to move one, two or three 
CG coefficients to the left-hand side. Thus, multiplying both sides of (132) with 

w'  wl  w~3/ù ' 

summing over a ' ,  ~' and W', and using relationship (64) (where we now also have to 
sum over the multiplicity label a ') ,  we obtain 

W2 Wl2 /u 

\w~2 W3 w 

B1 /]'23 / 

WI 14'23 

(139) 

~.3 [ «23 X23 \ 
~V3 I 1¥23 / u '  
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p l where in the final expression we dropped the primes on Wx and W23. In an analogous 
manner, we could move two or three CG coefficients to the left-hand side. 

We shaU now present closely related but new recursion formulas involving U(n) 
isoscalar factors. Starting with the relationship (139), we first replace the U(n) CG 
coefficients by the products of / factors and U(n - 1) CG coefficients using the 
def'mition of isoscalar factors (eq. (56)) which, in the case of general multiplicities, takes 
the form 

(~, ~~l«,~~,~}=z C, ~~1«,~~,~~(,, ,~1~,~,,~~ ,,40, W1 W2 W12 fl12 1 #2 f112~212J W~ W~ W~2 / ' 

p p ¢ 

where #1 x #2 -~ fl12/t12 are the U(n - 1) irreps and W 1 , W 2 and W12 the corresponding 
U(n - 1) Weyl tableaux. Noüng that the summations over W 2, W 3 and W12 in eq. (139) 
now become summations over/12W 2,/~W~ and #12W~'2, and using again eq. (139) for 
the U(n - 1) to replace the resulting sum over the product of three U(n - 1) CG 
coefficients by the leR-hand side, we finally obtain the desired relationship: 

_ , {a';~ I 
u~ V(~l "~2 ~ß3 ;'~'12 )t'23 )u12,a23.u.U [~,fl Bl ~23 / 

]dl fl23 J 

fa. 
Z Z U(~tll~2[2~23;#12#23)[312,fl~3,fl, fl'l~~ l 

B2,  ].13, ].112 fl12, #23 , f l  kjttl 

B2 [ a12~12~ 

#2 fl12#12/ 

×/~~= ~~]~~1(~: ~31~'~~~/ (141) 
k2~l 2 ]23 fl fl /23 fl23 ]223 )" 

Obviously, for the multiplicity-free case, the sums over cg, fl12' fl23 and fl are not 
required. This formula is very useful since it enables us to calculate Racah coefficients 
recursively by a gradual "dismantelling" of relevant Young tableaux. We shaU illustrate 
its capabiliües for a few important special cases in the next section. 

7. Expressions for simple U(n) Racah coefficients 

Using the recursion formula (141), we can interrelate special classes of U(n) 
Racah coefficients with U(n) isoscalar factors. We first consider the case where 

(&l) = (1), (~z) = (m), ~,~12 ) = (m + 1), (142) 

so that no multiplicity problem will arise. Choosing, further, (#1) = (0), ( / ~ )  = (~'23) 
= (#), we obtain from eq. (141) that 
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since only one term will survive on the right-hand side in view of  our choice for #x, 
and #, which gives (#2) = <#12) = <m) and <~)  = (g3)" The U(n - 1) Racah coefficient 
now equals one in view of the property (138) and the last isoscalar factor is also trivial 
and equals one, while the isoscalar factors involving the scalar irrep (0) can be evaluated 
using eq. (101'), yielding 

where N gives the number of boxes characterizing the irrep A,. Using the symmetry 
property (119), we thus obtain 

establishing the relationship between the Racah coefficient involving a totally sym- 
metric irrep and the corresponding isoscalar factor. 

We can next derive a similar relationship involving totally antisymmetric irreps. 
In this case, we take 

and using a completely analogous procedure, we fred 
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U((1 )( l")(Z)(X3 ); (1" + 1 )()~23 )) 

= ( (1")  (1) I(lm+l)~((&3) ( I m + l )  I ()t,) " ] ( ( ~ 2 3 )  

\(1 m) (0) (1 m) )i,(3.3) (1 m) (Z23))(,(,~,23) 

[ 1/2 (Xm+, [ ) _ _N_f~ ] (<z~> > <z> 
(m+ 1)fxJ (,(&3) (1~) (~.23) " 

(1)[  ( X ) )  -~ 

(o) (z23) 

(148) 

We can thus evaluate this class of Racah coefficiems in terms of isoscalar factors and 
vice versa, if convenient. For example, taking m = 1 and con~sidering at most two- 
column irreps (2al b) = (a, b) (eq. (102)), eqs. (146) and (148) provide immediately 
Racah coefficients for (~'12) = (2) and ()~12) = (12), respectively, which am given in 
table 3. These coefficients are very useful in evaluating the matrix elements of sym- 
metric and antisymmetric tensors for many-electron systems, which will be discussed 
in the second paper of this series. 

Table 3 

Racah coefiicients U -  U((1)(1)(~.)(2alt');(~q2)(~2t)) involving symmetric 
and antisyrmnetric rank-two tensors (A12) = (2) and (lZ), restx~ctively. Shorthand 
notation (eq. (102)) is employed to label various irreps, ( ~ )  - (2al/') - (a, b), 
etc., and we define {k, l} - [(b + k)/(b +/)]1/2 (of. eq. (48) of ref. [8]) 

(x~z) ('~3) (x) u 
(1,0) 

(0,2) 

(a,b + 1) (a + 1,b) {2,1}/42 

(a + 1 , b -  1) (a + 1,b) {0,1}/42 

(a,b +1) (a + 1,b) - {0,1}/'42 

(a + 1 , b -  1) (a + 1,b) {2,1}/42 

(a,b + 1) (a,b + 2) 1 

(a + 1,b - 1) (a + 2 , b -  2) 1 

Let us finally consider a class of Raeah coefficients involving both totally 
symmetric and anüsymmetric irreps. We shall ehoose 

(A1) = (m), (A3) = (lk). (149) 

Clearly, (A12) and (A) will result by adding m boxes to (A 2) and ()~23), respectively, so that 
we can make the following choice for the U(n - 1) irreps: 

(/11) = (0), (IL~3) = (Ä'23) = (#)" (150)  
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Substituüng into eq. (141), we thus obtain 

(«<õ7 <~">I <» U(Cm)C'~'2)C'~')Clk);c~'12)C~'23)) C~23 ) C,~23 )) 

= E U((O)(#2 )(~'23 )(#3 ); (#12 )(~23 )) CCCÖ ~ 
/a2,/a~,/~12 

((~,12) (1')i C,l)~((~,2) CI') ICX23) ~ 
X L(~12) (itl3) (J~23))L(~t2 ) (~3) (/~23).)" 

(#2) I (/~,2>) 

(151) 

Since in the last factor the resulting irrep (~.2~) does not change when going from U(n) 
to the U(n - 1) level (eq. (150)), we can immediately conclude that 

(P-3) = Clk), C#2) = (~) = (#12). (152) 

we can thus rewrite eq. (151) as follows: 

(<~,) < 1«) )(x) [ ::!))= (-I +(v)+(~")+(v')U(Cm)C&')Cv)Cll);(~,)Cv')) 
C~t'> Cl') 

¢<~» <m>i <~> ~¢<~» (m) i (/I) ~-I 
X L(v3 (o) Cv ' ) )L(~, ' )  Co) (~,').: ' 

(153) 

where we have relabeled the irreps ;t12,/%, A. 2 and/%23 as ~, v, ;t' and v', respectively, to 
better display the symmetry of this relationship. 

The isoscalar factors appearing on the right-hand side of eq. (153) involve the 
scalar irrep C0) and can be easily evaluated using eq. (101'), similarly as the factors 
given by eqs. (144) and (145). Thus, for example, 

((v) (m)[(~,)~=(f~.m!(Nz-m)!f/2 
Cv) Co) (v)/ t AN~! 

(154) 

where N x equals the number of boxes in the Young tableau claaracterizing the irrep (g). 
Substituüng into eq. (153), we thus obtain 

(<z> < 1 , )  1)<~>+<v>+~~»+<v»II~I~,N«!~~!l "~ 
(%') (lk) I~~!)) =(- Lfv'fzNv'Nz"J 

× U((m)(Z ')( v)( 1 k); (Z)(v ')). (155) 
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This formula, in a different form, has recently been derived using the vector coherent 
state theory [69,70] (cf. eq. (3.12b) of the first ref. [70]). It is clear from our derivation 
that this result represents a simple recoupling of basis vectors. Moreover, our form 
shows explicitly the n-independence of this relationship. 

8. Conclusions 

In this paper, the ground has been laid for the unitary group Racah-Wigner 
calculus, which is particularly suitable for applications to many-electron systems where 
at most two-column irreps can occur. After introducing vector coupling coefficients and 
transformation coefficients between standard (YY or GT) and nonstandard (partitioned) 
bases for both symmetric (S N) and unitary [U(n)] groups, we defined corresponding 
isoscalar factors or reduced Wigner coefficients, in complete analogy to the SU(2) 
theory. Their usefulness for UGA and CAUGA stems primarily from the fact that the 
mulüplicity problem can be avoided in this case. Using the U(n)-S N reciprocity of 
tensor product representations, we were able to interrelate all four disfinct isoscalar 
factors introduced above. It is then convenient to exploit standard S N representation 
theory to obtain explicit expressions for all these quantities that are relevant in many- 
electron problems. We have also considered U(n) Racah coefficients and were able to 
derive explicit expressions for certain important special classes of these coefficients, 
which will be useful in evaluation of matrix elements of UGA generators. In all these 
cases, the Racah coefficients are simply related with the corresponding U(n) isoscalar 
factors. We shall show in future papers that these factors represent essentially segment 
level formulas that result from either the heuristic approach of Shavitt [6] or in the 
SU(2) graphical methods of spin algebra description [8]. When we recall that in the 
latter approach these segment values are essenüally given by the SU(2) 6j coefficients, 
this is clearly an expected result. However, in this way a clear relationship between the 
very different derivations is established and a better understanding of the role of the 
SN-U(n) reciprocity in the case of many-electron applications is achieved. Moreover, 
the present approach enables essential simplificaüons in the treatment of parüüoned 
bases, particularly in the construction of partitioned CAUGA bases and in related 
problems. It also leads to a rank independent form for important relationships for Racah 
coefficients that were recenfly obtained using vector coherent state theory [70]. It should 
also prove to be very useful in generalizations of present UGA and CAUGA schemes 
to systems in which electron number and/or total spin-angular momentum are not con- 
served. 
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Appendix 

DERIVA~ON OF EXPLIC1T ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS FOR ISOSCALAR FACTORS 

In this appendix, we derive the algebraic expressions for the isoscalar factors that 
are given in section 5. These derivations involve essenüally the following three steps: 
(i) we first reduce the relevant isoscalar factors to the simplest possible form; (ii) we 
then determine their absolute value using their basic properües such as, for example, 
their orthogonality relaüons; (iii) finally, we determine the correct phase factor (using, 
for example, eq. (23) of ref. [74]) that is consistent with the generalized Condon-Shortley 
convention for these coefficients [75]. The general properties of these factors, particu- 
larly their mutual relationships given by eqs. (53), (101) and (112), immediately imply 
that we require only the I ° factors (of, equivalenfly, the lu factors involving only singly 
occupied orbitals). However, since all four types of isoscalar factors that we introduced 
in thJs paper are simply interrelated, any one of them can be employed in deriving the 
explicit expressions for them. It tums out that in fact this is most easily done with the 
I s or I transformation-type factors. Thus, all the distinct types of these factors that we 
need to evaluate are those listed in fig. 5. The types A-D  (fig. 5) are pertinent for both 
factors, while type E pertains only to the I t factors. 

(1) Simplification o f  l s factors 

Since the values of isoscalar factors are independent of the actual Weyl or Young 
tableaux involved and depend only on relevant irreps, we can choose arbitrarily the 
vectors being coupled, or corresponding coupling coefficients, in evaluating these 
factors, using the basic definitions (eqs. (49), (51), (56) or (62)). Consider, thus, a 
transformation between canonical GT states and nonstandard partitioned states (eq. 
(59)) for two-column irreps (2 a 1 b) = (a, b). We shan make a special choice of the U(n 1) 
and U(n2) states in which all orbital labels appearing in the two-column part of the Weyl 
tableau are doubly occupied. We can thus write 

(a,b) (d,e) b) ] ( s , t ) \  
W1 W2 } = "~--~ ((wt)  I(a' (d ,e )~  (s,t) (A.1) 

il .... W1 W2 [ ] W / 
jl~.,, 

with the Weyl tableaux W~, W 2 and W having the form: 

1 1 m + l  m + l  

a a m + d  m + d  
W1 = W2 = (A.I') 

a +  1 ' m" + 1 

a + b  m ' + e  
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and 

1 1 

a a 

a + l  m + l  

a + b  
W = m + d  , (A.I") 

m + l  
jl  

m + d  

il 

where m > a + b  and m ' = m + d ,  and the sets of  labels { i l ' ' ' J l ' ' "  } 
= {m' + 1 . . . . .  m'  + e} are idenfical. The non-coincidence of boxes in the first and 
second column of  the Weyl tableau that labels the U(n) i r rep  (s, t ) (eq.  (A.I"))  
schematicaUy expresses the fact that their relative positions cannot be given in general. 
The maximal label in eq. (A.1) is obviously m'  + e = m + d + e. Since the doubly- 
occupied orbitals will not generally change the transformation properües of GT s~ates, 
the relationship (A.1) will in fact be equivalent to a simpler transformation in which the 
doubly-occupied parts of each state are removed, namely 

I~s_a_~,t) ~0», ~~;e) / 
WI ' 

= .~ \~(s-a-d't) l w '  (0, b)w1, (~e)ll(s-a-d't)lw" ' 

wheœ now 
a+ 1 m ' +  1 

(A.2) 

W I ' =  , W2"= 

a + b  m ' + e  
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and 
a + l  jl  

W'= a+b 
il 

ConsequentJy, the transformation coefficients in eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) are identical, up 
to possibly a phase factor (9, i.e. 

((a,b) (d,e)I(s,t) I [(O,b) (O,e) I(s-a-d,t)  I 
W1 W2 W = (9 \ W1 W2' W'  " (A.3) 

This fact can be best understood by recalling the Clifford algebra representation of 
canonical GT states [75,86]. Taking now the ratio of two transformation coefficients 
and using the relationship (A.3), we find that the corresponding isoscalar factors are 
identical, i.e. 

I '~e'l's~'~:( '°~'l'sa~t'~ (a,b) ( d , e - 1 )  (s,t-1)J s (0, b) (0, e - l )  (s-a-d, t -1)J s' (A.4) 

since the phase factor O cancels out. Likewise, we can find a simplified form for the 
remaining types of the I s factors (cf. B -D  of fig. 5), i.e. 

(a,b) ( d - l , e + l )  ( s , t - 1 )  s 

( (1,e) I (s-a-d+l, t)  
= (0, b) (0, e + l )  (s-a-d+l, t-1)Js '  (A.5) 

I (d,e) I (s,t) ) 
(a,b) (d,e-1) ( s - l , t + l )  s 

( (0,e) I ( s - a - d , t ) )  
= (0,b) ( 0 , e - l )  ( s -a -d - l , t+ l )  s'  (A.6) 
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Now, for cases A and C, the relevant isoscalar factors reduce to a simple case involving 
couplings of single-column irreps that were considered in our earlier paper [75]. Using 
the relationship between the 1o and / s factors (eqs. (52) and (53)), we can translate 
eqs. (A.4) and (A.6) into the relationship between the corresponding / factors and using 
the results of ref. [75], we find the following expressions for the 1o factors (or, 
equivalently, / factors) of types A and C (fig. 5), namely 

where s > a + d. 
While the simplification as expressed through eqs. (A.4)-(A.7) led directly to the 

desired expressions in cases A and C, the remaining cases B and D require a special 
treatment, since we cannot eliminate two-column irreps as in the cases A and C. We 
shall evaluate these factors in the following subsection, considering first the I ° factors 
corresponding to simplified right-hand sides of eqs. (A.5) and (A.7). Again using the 
relationships between / and I s factors (eqs. (52) or (53)), we will obtain the desired final 
expressions. 

Determination o f  the absolute value 

The absolute values of the remaining isoscalar factors of types B and.D (fig. 5), 
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can be easily determined from the normalization condition for the 1 ° or / factors 
(eqs. (65) and (66)). Thus, for example, we obtain: 

Since the second and third terms on the left-hand side are already known and can be 
evaluated using eqs. (A.8) and (A.9), we find that 

where we have used the fact that 

Similarly, we find for the D-type factors 

Combining these results with the relationships (A.5) and (A.7), we obtain the desired 
I ° or / factors for cases B and D. It remains to determine their phases O B and O D. 

The determination of phase factors is more laborious than the determination of 
absolute values. This is also the case in other approaches [62], which give only the 
absolute values of reduced Wigner coefficients and require additional considerations 
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(and conventions) to fix uniquely their phases. In the present case, we shall rely heavily 
on the recursion relationship, eq. (23) of ref. [74], which uniquely determines the phases 
once the generalized Condon-Short ley convention is adopted. When we use this rela- 
tionship in our case (cf. also eq. (A.14) of ref. [75]), we find that 

where sgn A designates the sign of A, A = sgnA • IA I. Since the second factor on the 
left-hand side and the first factor on the right-hand side are determined by eq. (A.9), eq. 
(A. 15) yields: 

using repeatedly the first equation. Before we make a definite determination of this 
phase factor, we first consider the second one, O o. We find similarly that 

again using (A.13) in the last step. We cannot continue this recursion any further, since 
the next isoscalar factor must vanish, i.e. 

since the top row coupling violates Lit t lewood-Richardson rules. We thus invoke the 
extended Condon-Shor t ley  convention (cf. also eqs. (21a,b) of ref. [75]), requiring that 
the last nonvanishing isoscalar factor is positive, i.e. 
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[ (0, b) (1,r) (r+ 1,b-r)  
(0, b) (0, r + l )  ( r + l , b - r - 1 ) )  >0" 

Using again eq. (23) of ref. [74], we obtain: 

(A.19) 

sgn ((0, b) 
~(o, b) 

((0, b) 
= sgn~(0, b) 

((0, b) 
x sgn~(0, b) 

(1,r) [ ( r + l , b - r ) ' ~ . s g n ( ( 0 ,  b) 
(0, r+ 1) ( r ,b - r+l ) )  ~.(O,b) 

(0, r+ 1 ) 

(0, r) 

(0, r+ 1) 
(0, r) 

(r ,b-r+ 1)1 
(r, b -  r) 

(r+ 1 , b - r -  1)) 

(r ,  b -  r)  " 

(1, r) 

(0, r+ 1) 

I (r+l,b-r) ) 
(r+ l , b - r - 1 )  

(A.20) 

Now, the right-hand side factors are of the single-column type and are known from 
ref. [75] (note that they are of types (iiia) and (iva), fig. 1 of [75]), while the second 
factor on the left-hand side is fixed by the convention made, eq. (A.19). We thus obtain 
that 

OD=sgn((O,b) (1,r) ] ( r + l , b - r ) )  
(,(0, b) (0, r + l )  ( r , b - r + l ) ) = l '  (A.21) 

SO t h a t  O D = 1 independently of the irreps involved. 
It thus remains to establish a relationship between O B and O D factors. Invoking 

again eq. (23) of [74], we can write similarly to eq. (A.20) that 

((0, b) (1,u) (1 ,b+ u) ) ((0, b) 
sgn~(0, b) (0, u + l )  ( 1 , b + u - 1 ) ) ' s g n / ~ ( 0 ,  b) 

=sgn( (0 ,b )  (O,u+ l) I (1,b+u+ l) ~ 
~.(o, b) (0, u) (0, b + u) ) 

sgn((0, b) (0, u+l) l (0, b+u-1)) 
× ~.(0, b) (0, u) (0, b + u) ) '  

(1,u) (1 ,b+  u) / 

(0, u+ 1) (0, b + u +  1) 

(A.22) 

where the right-hand side factors are again of types (iiia) and (iva), fig. 1 of [75], and 
yield (-1) u. Since the second factor on the left-hand side is of the D-type, while the first 
one defines O B in view of eq. (A. 16), with u = e - r, we can rewrite eq. (A.22) as 
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O B" O D = (-1)  u, 

so that in view of eq. (A.21), we finally obtain that 

013 = ( - 1 )  u = ( _ 1 )  e - r  = (_1)  a+a+e+s, 

s ince  a,  b, d, e and s, t are integers .  

(A.23) 

(A.24) 
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